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THURSDAY,ULY 6

FR|DAY, JULY 7

BREAKFAST - 8:00 am to 9:00 am

.{

WORSHIP - 9:00am to 9:30am FA- Martin Recital Hall
Origins
Performers: Dave Holt (on electric piano),
accompanied by readers, christina Seaborn (also on violin) and stephen Zendt and Lee Loos
Dave and Lee are musical professionals who have played together; along with them, Stephen and Lee are
long time readers of rhe Urantia Book; all have a deep commitment to its teachings.

Program:
l. Ojibwe Prayer - (from the Pipe Ceremony)
2. Spirit Mountain - (a traditional Shoshone song, with English by Dave Holt)
3. Onagar - (a reading)
4. Spirit Mountain - (sing along)
5. Breathe on me, brearh of God - (a reading)
6. Let us Be Renewed - (an instrumental)
7. Greatest Friend - (a reading; writren by Mike Heron)
8. The Garden of lshtar - (an instrumental)
9. I'm Gonna Live So God Can Use Me - (closing sing-along)

PLENARY - 9:30am to 9:50am FA - Martin Recital Hall
Origin of Celestial Ministry
Speaker; Michelle Klimesh
There will be an emphasis on the grandeur of the Inflnite Spirit and his widely dispersed universe family.
An attempt will be made to aPpreciate the vast scope and depth of outreach that has been provided for
us - "The 

living ladder [extended downward to us] whereby mortal man climbs from chaos to glory."
(p.9:8: l7) Reading The Urantia Book since 1974, Michelle has been active in the movemenr as a member
of the Golden Gate Circle Society and is currently a General Council member. She is the mother of
Jaime and Diana and the grandmother of Grace Alexis. She is also a businesswoman who owns the Diablo
Gymnastics School in San Ramon, California.

MORNING BREAK OUT SESSIONS - l0: l5am to l2: I
Guardian Angels
Presenters:Jules 0'Connor & Charles Olivea
The first of two workshops. This one will focus on the origin, nature and destiny of guardian angels and
their relationship with mortals. There will be an emphasis in this workshop on the reasoning or rationale
behind the universe design of structure and arrangement of angelic assistance to human beings. The topic
highligha the truth that we are never alone. Jules has known of The Urantia Book for-many years,
remaining out of touch with readers, but recently has had the joy of discovering many new ones and has
ioined a study group in her area. Charles is a long time reader, who is a high school teacher of history,
with a special interest in the workings of guardian angels.

Celestial Ministry and Popular Art
Presenters: Cece Forrester & Lynne Kulieke
To make a case, using specific examples and references from The Urantia Book, that unseen superhuman
ministries are using popular art and literature-particularly science fiction and fantasy in print, film and
television-to introduce certain important ideas into planetary culture. Secondly, to acquaint (or
reacquaint) readers of The Urantia Book with the forward-thinking writers, et al., who anticipated what
the book has verified regarding a friendly universe. Cece has spent her career in advertising
communications. Lynne, whose family were Forum members, is the chair of the Modern & Classical
Language Dept. at Lake Forest Academy. Both are long time readers in the chicago area.

The Fifth Epochal Revelation as Celestial Ministry
Presenter: Barbara Newsom FA- 3t2
An examination of The Urantia Book as ministry from on high. The emphasis will be on celestial notions
of service; its perspective, meaning and value for beings who assist humans.

Barbara has studied The Urantia Book for a long time and has a deep interest in the techniques of
superhuman ministry. She is a professional consultant and organizer of conferences for business and
SOVernment.

FA- 2t2

FA- 220



understanding o_ur Unseen Friends & Allies: Toward a cooperative Working
Partnership for Planetary Spiritual Advancement
Presenter: David Kantor FA - 3t0
The purpose of this session is to make people more aware of mechanisms through which we can interact
constructively with our unseen friends to the end that we might be more effective in evolving a
cooPerative partnership. David's professional background is in technical software development in the
telecommunications field. He has been active in the work of the revelation since the early 1970s.

LUNCH & PERSONAL TIME - l2: I

AFTERNOON BREAK OUT SESSIONS -

Morontia - Celestial Bridge to Spiritualization
Presenter: Phil Calabrese FA- 2t2
This workshop will address the truth that morontia realities could only have been revealed to us by"celestial 

ministry;" they could hardly have been deduced by the human intellect or discovered with the
senses. Phil discovered The Urantia Book in 1970 and has been a presenter at numerous Urantia
conferences over the years, including all three Scientific Symposiums. Professionally, he is a scientist and
personally, a religionist, who tries to see stereoscopically with both material and spiritual eyes, hoping to
glimpse the morontia between.

Archangels: Instruments of Epochal Change
Presenter: Carolvn Kendall FA- 220
To take a close look at the amazing range of the archangels and how we humans might aid them in their
mission. Their divisions are in place; their circuit is working; they anticipate the arrival of the next order
of Paradise Son to bless our world. Carolyn, along with her late husband, Thomas A. Kendall, have been
readers since the 1950s. She has been active for many years in various societies and organizations
dedicated to the dissemination of The Urantia Book and its teachings.

Returning the Embrace of the Threefold Spirit Within Us
Presenter: Niann Emerson chase pubject to change) FA - 3 | 0
Part l: This is the first of two workshops. Part I presents a synthesis of information from The Urantia
Book about the Thought Adiuster, Spirit of Truth, and Holy Spirit and then apply this knowledge to our
personal experiences. As a child, Niann lived on four Native American reservations in the Southwest and
currently lives and teaches in the San Carlos Apache Reservation. She has integrated the spiritual
foundations of the Native Americans with Christianity and other religions in her life. Niann is co-founder
of Aquarian Concepts Community in Arizona.

Leadership as exemplified in Jesus, Abraham Lincoln, and Winston churchill
Presenters: Marilynn Kulieke & Daniel Love Glazer FA- 3r2
"Leadership 

is vital to Progress." (p.9ll:7) Celestial ministry is an important factor in leadership. This
workshop will examine the qualities of leadership shown by Jesus, Abraham Lincoln, and Winston
Churchill. Marilynn, a long time reader who has presented at numerous conferences, is currently
president of the First Society of Urantia Book Readers in Chicago. Daniel has been reading The Urantia
Book since 1977 and has been active in the Chicago area.

FEEDBACK SESSION ONE - 4: | 5pm to 5: l5pm FA- Martin Recital Hall
Moderator: Nick Stefero
An interactive experience, to be held at the end of each work day, in which one voluntary participant
from each of the workshops will speak for up to five minutes on what was learned from the workshop
that was attended. We would like all the participants and presenters to assemble for these activities. The
aim of these feedback sessions is to try to summarize or gather together various impressions to enhance
for the whole grouP some of the insight acquired that day about celestial ministry. As time permits,
statements from other participants or presenters are welcomed. Nick is a long time reader with a maior
interest in introducing the Toastmaster International Program as a model to improve our public speaking
skills. In addition to sharing, teaching, and networking, the participant with this model gets ro present
their message within a specific time period in front of larger groups than they are normally
accustomed to.

LH.
Tour of 533 (Foundation ) Bus leaves at 6:00pm; returns approximately l0:00pm.

Hall



lal-uRDAY, JULY I
BREAKFAST - 8:00 am to 9:00 am LH - Dining Hall

WORSHIP - 9:00am to 9:30am FA - Martin Recial Hall

HISTORY
Performers: Dave Holt; Alcyone DellErba and DeleVan DellErba;
3hristina Seaborn; and Stephen Zendt and Lee Loots reading
Alcyone and Delevan just graduated from a private high school in Sedona,
AZ. They began reading The Urantia Book during elementary school.

Program:
l. His Return & Desert Sands (songs)
2. Tao de Ching (Birth of Trinity)
3. Surprised by Joy (instrumental)
4. From Psalm 9l
5. In Your Heart There's a Flame (sing-along)
5. A reading on angels (Jesus speaking to Nathaniel)
Z. Consideration (song by Thomas Dorsey)
B. Open Our Eyes, Lord (closing song)

PLENARY - 9:30arn to 9:50am FA - Martin Recital Hall

Nature of Celestial Ministry
!oeaker: Michelle Klimesh
To review the quality of temperament and personality characteristics of the chiidren of the Infinite Spirit.
fo point out that how they work is as important as what they do. Graciousness is an integral part of
goodness. This plenary embraces the notion that only good can come of our efforts to love and
understand God's ministering spirits.

|4ORN|NG BREAK OUT SESSIONS - l0:l Sam to | 2: l5pm

Guardian Angels
Presenters:Jules 0'Connor & Charles 0livea
fhe second of two workshops. A presentation will be made of examples from human art showing
guardian angels protecting or guiding mortals from the earliest known paintings of guardian angels from
the early | 400s down to the present day. Selections of poems/prayers from human literature will also be
provided to further highlight the artistic and emotional sentiment shared between humans and our
seraphic destiny guardians. From the human vantage point these samples from art and literature are
expressions of faith, even living faith.

Thought Adjusters
Presenter: Al Lockett
This workshop will examine how Thought Adjusters fit into the cosmic/spiritual scheme of celestial
ministry. Al has taught a course on Thought Adjusters at least four times as it was the very first course
raught for The Urantia Book Internet School.

Crouching Deity - Hidden Supreme
Presenter: Bob Debold FA-220
To focus on insights and lessons to be learned from an examination of the Supreme from religious,
spiritual and literal perspectives. To assist participants in considering a fourth reality of developing a
personal goal related to the Supreme. To expand the technical concepts of the Supreme as described in
The Urantia Book through a storytelling technique to past and emerging human thoughts at the highest
level. Bob, who began reading The Urantia Book in 1975, has enloyed a varied professional background in
business and education. He has been involved in activities related to the book in the Washington, D.C. -

northern Virginia area since the early 80s. He is currently working on a more extensive treatise
concerning the Supreme Being.

LUNCH & PERSONALTIME- l2:l5pm to l:50pm LH - Dining Hall

FA-212

FA-l14

AFTERNOON BREAK OUT SESSIONS - 2:00pm to 4:00pm
All About Angels
Presenter: Tonv Finstad FA- 3t2
An overview of the vast angelic order from Supernaphim to Cheribum. Although most religious faiths
believe in angels, their understanding is very limited. This workshop is designed to illuminate the different
orders and functions of angels that will be a part of our universe career all the way to Paradise. Tony will
be celebrating his 30th year of reading The Urantia Book this summer. He has hosted a study group in
Seattle for fifteen years and was the first president of the Pilot Light Urantia Society of Seattle, as well as
serving on the General Council from the late 80s to the early 90s.



SffiUnOnV,JULV e (."t
Returning the Embrace of the Threefold Spirit Within Us
Presenter: Niann Emerson chase (subject to change) FA - 3 | 0
Part ll. The second of two workshops. A continuation in exploring the synthesis of information from
The Urantia Book about the Thought Adjusters, Spirit of Truth, and Holy Spirit. The aim continues the
quest of applying this knowledge to our personal experiences.

Spirit of Truth
Presenter: George Park FA-2t2
To review the mission of the Spirit of Truth and to discover a deeper appreciation for the Spirit of Truth
in the context of the idea of Jesus and the ideal of Jesus. To explore our awareness of Jesus for the
PurPose of discerning more clearly the path to God-consciousness. Along with all of this, to also consider
our friendship with Jesus. George, who is semi-retired and now worki as an independent investment
manager' has studied The Urantia Book since 1971. He was a founding member and former president of
the Connecticut Society. He has long pursued a profound fascination with the ioncept of personality as
presented in The Urantia Book.

FEEDBACK SESSION TWO- 4:l to 5: l FA - Martin Recital Hall
Moderator: Nick Stefero
This will be a continuation in which a voluntary participant from each of the workshops will offer some
impressions of what was learned. The sessions will also be opened to comments/questions from the
group at large.

BREAKFAST - 8:00 am to 9:00 am

SUNDAY,

WORSHIP - 8:45am to 9:l5am FA - Martin Recial Hall
DESTINY
Performers: Dave Holt, Christina Seaborn, and Srephen Zendt and Lee Loots
Program:

| . "This day before dawn. .." (Walt Whitman)
2. I  shal l  be Released (song; Bob Dylan)
3. The Walk (Rilke)
4. Hoop of the World (song)

PLENARY- 9:l5am to 9:35am FA- Martin Recihl Hall
Destiny of Celestial Ministry
Speaker: Michelle Klimesh
An examination of the following question will be made: what is God's reason for investing so heavily in
the plan of mortal ascensionl As a corollary to that question: what is the long tu.* "i. of angelic
purposesl What most do they want for us? lsn't is amazing that an entire Grand Universe would be
based on service and educationl What perspective from spiritual wisdom can we bring to bear on these
questions? Remember that spiritual wisdom seeks to look at the present moment from what is ahead and
above us.

MORNING BREAKOUT SESSIONS - 9:45am to I l:45am

Master Seraphim
Barbara Newsom
These are angels of great Power and responsibility in the destiny and evolution of a planetary people.
They are described in The Urantia Book as "exalted,"covering 

a wide range of worldwide duties and
PurPoses. This workshop will present and study the nature of their work and what we may expect of
them in our relationship to them.

FA-3t0



SUNDnV,tUw g (.""ri
Angels as Messengers (lnspiration) from God - Going Deeper Within - The
Underlying Spiritual Meaning of Words
Stevie Shaefer FA-220
Workshop ParticiPants are asked to bring a Urantia Book and a dictionary in their preferred language.
We will study and share individually and in small groups. This workshop is intended to run for about one
and one-half hours. For preparation please study the following sections in The Urantia Book:
| . 

"The 
Master Seraphim of Planetary Supervision (pp. | 254- 1 255)

2. 
"Morontia 

Mota" (p. 556)
3. Paper 103 - The Reality of Religious Experience
4. Paper | 70 - The Kingdom of Heaven
Stevie is currently a teacher in an elementary school and former instructor at the college level who has
read and studied The Urantia Book for many years. She has been very interested in the causal
relationship between language and cultural (religious, spiritual and social) behavior.

Machiventa Melchizedek - One of HistorT's Mysteries
Linda Buselli LH-204
The goal of the workshop is an in-depth study of Machiventa, his history, and how his teachings have
affected various religions and civilizations in the 3800 years since he was here, and, in fact, how he affects
our lives today. Linda has been reading and teaching the book for 35 years. A member of the Orvonton
Society, she has also worked for the Fellowship in many capacities: Area Coordinator, conference
organizer, speaker, (currently) General Councilor and chair of the Publications Committee.

FEEDBACK SESSION THREE - | I :50am to l2: FA - Martin Recital Hall
Moderator: Nick Stefero
The last session. Again, we view these feedback sessions as an eventuation from the workshops, plenary
and worship experiences earlier in the day-to continue in the effort to deepen some of our insights in
the myriad of celestial personalities, forces, agencies, and institutions serving us as we live our lives on
Urantia and ultimately prepare to ascend the universe ladder to the Universal Father.

PMYERFUL OVERVIEW and EXPRESSION of GMTITUDE - | 2:20pm to | 2:30pm FA - t'.tartin Recial Hatt
Speaker: Charles Olivea

END of the SUMMER STUDY SESSION of the UMNTIA BOOK FELLOWSHTp for 200d

LUNCH - l2:30pm LH - Dinins Hall

The meeting is open and visitors are welcome to attend. This is
private session during elections wherein visitors will be asked to
open up again when elections are complete.

l-o order copies of The Urantia Book, contact reaoers, ger
involved with service and outreach proiects or get more
information about conferences and events please contact:
The Urantia Book Fellowship

PO Box 4583, Grand Central Station
New York, NY 10163
Phone:877-288-3772
Fellowship@UrantiaBook.org www.UrantiaBook.org

an election meeting and it will go into
step out for a brief period but it will

There is a Cyber Caf6 and Coffee
Bar located below the Library. lts
hours of operation are:

M - Th 8:30am - 7:00pm
Fri 8:30am - 2:00pm
Sat 9:00am - l:00pm
Sun closed

LOCATIONS:

@ AlUertus lvlagnus Science Building

Cn O Centennial Hall
O cloisterWatk

CH O Coughl in  Hal l

FA O Fine Arts /

SH @ Social  Hal l  (Mazucher i  Har)

PH (D Power Hall
@ RosaryChapel

@ Rosary Convent

@ lgini SportsForum 
'\lff

LH O Lewis Hatt 
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